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We need  to eat  many  kinds

of food  to be healthy.
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We need  to eat  foods  in

the grains group.
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Grains are bread, cereal,

rice, and  pasta.
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Grains give  us vitamins and

minerals.
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Grains help food  move

through  our body.
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Grains give  us energy.
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We need  six servings of

grains each day.
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We can eat  bread.
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We can eat  waffles.
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We can eat  tortillas.
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We can eat  cornflakes.
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We can eat  oatmeal.
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We can eat  rice.
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We can eat  spaghetti.
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We can eat  pretzels.
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Grains keep  me healthy.
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Bread, Cereal, Rice, 
and Pasta Group 

The food pyramid shows us 
how many servings of different 
foods we should eat every day. 
The bread, cereal, rice, and 
pasta group is on the bottom 
level of the food pyramid. The 
foods in this group are called 
grains. This part of the pyramid 
is the biggest because you 
need the most food from this 
group. You need to eat 6–11 
servings of grains every day. 
Grains give you energy and 
make you strong. 
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Grains Facts


Grains come from plants— 
mostly wheat, corn, rice, and 
oats. 

Cereal, bread, and pasta are 
made from wheat. A new kind 
of concrete is also made from 
wheat. 

White bread is good for you, 
but whole wheat bread is 
better for you. It has more 
fiber, which is very good for 
you. 
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There are many different kinds 
of pasta. You could try 
spaghetti, macaroni, angel 
hair, ziti, ravioli, fettuccine, or 
even bow tie. 

The average person in China 
consumes a pound of rice a 
day. 

More foods are made from 
wheat than any other grain. 
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Glossary


grains – seeds of wheat, corn, 
rice, or oats 

healthy – not sick; well 

minerals – parts of food that 
keep your blood, bones, and 
teeth healthy 

servings – amounts of food 

vitamins – parts of food that 
keep your body healthy 
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